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QUESTION 1

An online library wants to introduce a feature where an email notification is generated whenever a book becomes
available for circulation. This notification must be sent to only those members who have expressed interest in that book. 

Which design pattern would you use to implement this requirement? 

A. Observer 

B. Payload Extractor 

C. Asynchronous Resource Integrator 

D. Web Service Broker 

E. Service Starter 

Correct Answer: A 

100% Real QandAs | 100% Real Pass 

 

QUESTION 2

You are implementing an online music that will store and play a user\\'s collection of songs. You want users to rate their
songs and view the top songs from friends. All queries must complete in four seconds or less. 

Which approach would meet the response time requirement with minimal overhead? 

A. Java class that uses JDBC with embedded SQL 

B. Java class that uses an optimized stored procedure 

C. JPA entity class with a lazy fetching strategy 

D. JPA entity class with an eager fetching strategy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Your CMC wants to move several web based search applications to an AJAX model, hoping to improve user
engagement with a browser experience that feels smaller and more responsive. 

Which identifies a drawback to consider when adopting an AJAX model to improve user experience? 

A. Maintaining current performance could require more hardware. 

B. Maintaining accessibility across clients may require more development. 

C. Maintaining security within the page could be more difficult. 
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D. Maintaining page navigability for users would have to be re-evaluated. 

E. Maintaining a scalable system could require redesigning applications. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A company has been soiling a desktop based billing application that has Character User Interface (CUI) application
developed by using Java. The company would like to release the next version of this application with the following
features: a GUI with a pluggable look- and-feel capability and the flexibility to support multiple database vendors. 

Which two technologies would you use in the new version? 

A. Swing 

B. JDBC 

C. JPA 

D. CMP 

E. AWT 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

StockTeller is a Java-based application designed to retrieve the current market for a portfolio of publicly listed stocks.
You have been tasked to design a bolt on module for StockTeller called EBroker, a Java E- based online application
that needs to asynchronously communicate with StockTeller to retrieve market prices for securities in a secure manner. 

Which web service technology would you choose to integrate StockTeller into the EBroker application? 

A. JAX-WS using HTTP 

B. JAX-WS using HTTPS 

C. JAX-RPC using HTTP 

D. JAX-RS using HTTPS 

Correct Answer: B 
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